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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

Method of and apparatus for casting vitreous china or 
other ceramic substances in slip form such as wash hand 
basins in which a series of moulds, each consisting of a 
cover part and a face part, are arranged in an endwise 
position in a substantially vertical plane in back~to-back 
relation with adjacent moulds, the horizontal axis of each 
mould being tilted downwardly towards an inlet in the 
lowermost part of the mould. Slip is injected into the 
moulds and ?ows through the mould during casting to an 
outlet provided at the highest point of each mould. After 
casting the face part of the mould is removed in a hori 
zontal plane and the cast article is also removed in a 
horizontal plane. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a method of casting vitreous 
china or other ceramic substances in slip form. More par 
ticularly the invention relates to a method of flow casting 
of ceramic wash hand basins and like articles and to ap 
paratus for performing the method. 

In known methods of casting ceramic articles such as 
wash hand basins a relatively large area of work space is 
required as the individual moulds have to be handled 
during the process of casting by moving them on a bench 
from a horizontal to a vertical plane and vice versa and 
laying them out along work benches, a process which re 
quires considerable eifort and generally the services of 
two men. 

This handling of the moulds takes place during the 
assembly of the moulds prior to casting and during the 
removal of the cast articles from the moulds. 

In known methods of casting ceramic wash hand basins 
the stages are known in the art as “boxing up,” “?lling," 
“casting,” “running off,” “stiffening up” and “emptying.” 
When “boxing up” the two parts of the mould known as 
the face part and the cover are secured together, the face 
part being laid horizontally on a bench and the cover being 
placed on top of the face part. It is also necessary to set 
up ?llers (headers) on the mould, plug run-off holes in 
the mould and ?ll the moulds and headers with slip (liquid 
clay). After the required thickness of clay has cast up it 
is necessary to remove the headers and clear air inlet holes 
in the mould and the run-off holes to allow excess slip to" 
-be run-01f. To facilitate the running-off of the slip it is 
normal practice to lift and prop the moulds at an angle. 
A period of time (which may be up to two hours or more) 
must then elapse to allow the cast article to harden suf 
?ciently to enable it to be removed from the mould with 
out damage. _ 

To remove the cast basins from the mould, clamps 
which hold the moulds together, are then removed from 
the moulds and the part of the mould known as the 
“cover” is lifted up away from the cast basin, turned 
through 180 degrees and placed on the bench. 
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A seat is then lifted through 180 degrees and placed 
over the cast basin which is resting on top of the part 
of the mould known as the “face part.” I 
The face part, cast basin and seat are then lifted 

through 180 degrees and placed on the bench. 
The face part is then lifted up and back through 180 

degrees leaving the cast basin on the seat. 
The emptying of the cast basins from the moulds re 

quires the services of two operators. 
As an alternative to the conventional method of casting 

wash hand basins various “Mechanised” systems have 
been developed. 

Differing only in the degree of mechanisation, these 
systems are generally based on the principle of conveying 
the moulds past stations, where an operator, or a mech 
anism, carries out almost exactly the same operations as 
for the conventional method. 
The above known methods of casting ceramic sub 

stances in slip form have the disadvantages of requiring 
a substantial amount of work space to enable the work to 
be handled, and the attendance of operators throughout 
the ?lling, casting and running-oil? cycles. 
The present invention is not such a conveyorised sys 

tem and represents a complete re-appraisal of the casting 
technique rather than an attempt to mechanise existing 
methods. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a method of casting 
vitreous china or other ceramic substances in slip form 
whereby a much greater density of work can be achieved 
from a given area of work space than by known methods. 
The amount of handling of moulds is eliminated or great 
ly reduced and the use of ?llers is eliminated. The func- ' 
tion known as ?lling, casting, running-off and stiffening up 
may be performed automatically without the attendance 
of an operator. 
A method of casting ceramic articles such as wash hand 

basins comprises the steps of boxing up at least one mould 
consisting of at least a cover part and a face part in an 
endwise position on a vertical plane, injecting a flow of 
slip through an inlet in the lowennost part of the mould 
to provide a continuous ?ow of slip through the mould 
and out through an outlet in the highest point of the 
mould, reducing the ?ow of slip through the mould to 
wards the end of a casting cycle, reversing the flow of slip 
to run-off excess slip, stopping the ?ow of slip and allow 
ing the cast article to stiffen up su?iciently to be removed 
from the mould, subsequently removing the face part from 
the mould in a horizontal direction and removing the cast 
article from the face part of the mould in a horizontal 
plane. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention is illustrated 

in the accompanying drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a side elevation of series of moulds showing 

the arrangement during casting cycle; 
FIG. 2 is an elevation of the opposite side of the moulds 

during casting; 
FIG. 3 is a side elevation of the moulds during empty- ‘ 

111G. 4 is an end view of the moulds during casting 
cyc e; 
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an automated layout. 
Referring to the drawings the apparatus for performing 

a preferred method of casting wash basins comprises the 
provision of a series of moulds denoted generally at 1 
each formed in two sections, consisting of a face part 2 
and a cover part 3. Each mould being so formed as to be 
suitable for completing a casting and emptying cycle while 
arranged on one plane, the moulds 1 being arranged up 
right on one end thereof inclined towards the face part 
at an angle as near the vertical plane as is possible, the 
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angle being determined by the individual design of each 
article, and in such‘ a manner that the cast basin con 
tracts on to the face part of the mould and away from 
the cover part so as to remain on the face part when the 
face part is removed from the cover part. A suitable 
angle may be in the order of 0-15 degrees. De?ning the 
surfaces of parts 2 and 3 forming the cavity as the “fronts” 
and the opposite surfaces of each of these parts as the 
“backs,” the mould parts 2 are arranged in back to back 
relation in series with part 3 of adjacent moulds. The 
back of the face part of one mould is joined to the back 
of the cover part of the adjacent mould to form a unit 
by a pin 4 insertable in the top of the mould parts so as 
to allow ?exibility between the parts for alignment of the 
mould faces and at the same time securing the moulds 
together. 
Each mould is arranged on a mould support surface in 

the form of a carrier 5 which is mounted on a roller sys 
tem 6 secured to a bench 7 and the bench top is tilted 
so that the horizontal axis of each mould is inclined across 
the roller system 6 at an angle suitable for running-off 
slip from the mould which may be in the order of 10 
degrees from the horizontal, the moulds being tilted down 
wardly towards that side of the mould in which an inlet 
8 is provided at the lowermost part of the mould for 
injection of the slip into the mould and through which slip 
is run-off. 
An outlet 15 is provided at the highest point of the 

mould on the end opposite from the inlet to enable slip 
to ?ow through the mould from the inlet 8. A channel 
16 on the outside of each mould communicates with the 
outlets 15 to direct the slip 14 ?owing from the outlets 
15 into a trough 17 which runs along the side of the 
bench and returns the slip to its source. 
A slip supply manifold 10 is arranged adjacent the 

side of the bench on which the inlets 8 are located to 
supply slip to each of the moulds by way of ?exible 
tubes 9‘ from the manifold 10 to the inlet 8. The manifold 
10 is connected to a supply of slip in a reservoir 11. A 
variable and reversible ?ow pump 12 is provided to convey 
slip from the reservoir 11 to each of the moulds and to 
return slip from the moulds to the reservoir 11. A con 
trol panel 13 is also provided which can be programmed 
to vary the casting time and duration as required and to 
control the ?ow of slip to and from the moulds. 
A preferred method of casting ceramic wash hand basins 

according to the invention consists of boxing up a series 
of moulds as shown in FIG. 1, connecting the ?exible 
tubes 9 to the inlets 8 and setting the control panel 13 to 
initiate the ?ow of slip for a casting and run-01f cycle. 
When the casting cycle commences slip ?ows through 

the manifold 10 through the inlets 8, the moulds 1 and 
out through the outlets 15 by way of the channel 16 
to the trough 17 where it is returned to its source. Dur 
ing the initial part of the cycle a rapid ?ow of slip is 
provided to ?ll the moulds then the ?ow is reduced when 
excess slip ?ows from the outlets 1'5 and slip continues 
to ?ow through the moulds during the casting period. 
Towards the end of the casting cycle the slip pump 12 
slows down to reduce the ?ow of slip and at the end of the 
casting cycle the pump stops to stop the flow of slip thus 
completing the casting cycle. 
The run-off cycle then commences by reversal of the 

pump 12 to run-off excess slip from the moulds. After an 
appropriate period, in the order of 20 minutes, the pump 
speeds up to clear the channels of excess slip, a valve 
closes off the pump thus completing the casting and run 
off cycles. A period of time, in the order of 2 hours, is 
then allowed to elapse to allow the cast basins to be 
come stiff enough to be removed from the moulds. 
To remove the basins from the moulds an operator 

breaks open each mould in turn by moving the face part 
in a horizontal direction along the bench on the rollers, 
releasing the cast basin from the face part, and removing 
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_ the cast basin in a horizontal direction on a seat designed 
to support the basin upright. 
The basin can then be moved on to an adjoining bench 

for further processing and the next mould is opened. As 
one mould is opened the preceding one is closed. 
A minimum amount of working space is required for 

opening and closing the moulds in a series since as each 
mould is emptied and the parts moved in a horizontal di 
rection the space becomes available for the next mould. 
The slip may be fed to the moulds by gravity instead 

of a slip pump, or separate pumps may be provided 
for delivery and for run-off. 
A pump may also be provided to take away the excess 

slip from the outlet trough. 
Basins may also be cast according to the above de 

scribed method, the outlet however being plugged dur 
ing casting so that there is no outlet opening and air 
is driven from the moulds and the pressure of slip is 
maintained in the moulds until the required thickness of 
clay has cast. It is then necessary, when running-01f the 
moulds, to remove by mechanical means air inlet plugs 
from the top of the moulds. 
The operation of ?lling, casting and running-off excess 

slip can be automatically actuated by any known means 
so that the casting, running-off and hardening cycle can 
'be performed without an operator in attendance. 

In following the method according to the invention it 
has been found that basins cast with the slip circulating 
through the mould show desirable characteristics such 
as a lack of pin holes in the cast and clean ?ood casts. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of continuous ?ow casting of articles 

of vitreous china or other ceramic substances in moulds 
comprising the steps of: taking a plurality of moulds, 
each of which includes a face part and a cover part, and 
wherein the surface of each siad part which forms a 
part of the interior of the mould cavity is a front and 
the opposite surface of each said part is a back; arrang 
ing the moulds generally upright in a generally hori 
zontally extending line along a support Surface with the 
back of each face part directly opposing the back of the 
cover part of the adjacent mould on the support sur 
face; forming the parts into units by connecting to 
gether for movement with each other along said sup 
port surface the face part of one mould and the said 
opposing cover part of the adjacent mould such that 
each unit includes one face part and one cover part 
which parts are back-to-back with respect to each other; 
sequentially moving each unit along said line towards 
an adjacent unit to form complete mould cavities be 
tween the fronts of the faces and cover parts which 
come together as the units are thus moved towards each 
other; clamping adjacent units together to form complete 
moulds having mould cavities; injecting a continuous 
?ow of slip through an inlet at the lowermost part of 
each complete mould such that the slip ?ows through 
the mould and out through an outlet at the highest point 
of each mould during a casting cycle thereby leaving 
formed walls of the article in the mould; stopping the 
?ow of slip to the moulds; draining excess slip from 
the moulds through the inlets while permitting air to 
enterthe moulds through the said outlets; allowing the 
cast article to stiffen-up su?iciently to enable it to be 
removed from the mould; unclamping the units from 
each other; while still maintaining the two parts of each 
unit connected together, sequentially moving each unit 
in a generally horizontal direction along said line away 
from an adjacent unit to separate the two facing parts 
and hence open the mould cavity formed between those 
two units; retaining the cast article on said face part 
during opening of that mould cavity; and then extracting 
the cast article in a generally horizonal direction from 
the face part of its respective mould. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of ex 
tracting the cast article includes retaining the cast article 
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in the same general orientation as during casting by 
supporting the cast article with a seat while extracting 
it in said generally horizontal direction from the face 
part. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of re 
taining the cast article on the face part includes arrang 
ing each mould tilted at an angle of approximately 1 
to 15° toward the face part about a generally hori 
zontal axis transverse to said generally horizontal line. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the overall shape 
of each mould, viewed in a transverse plane, is general 
ly rectangular, and wherein the steps of injecting and 
draining slip include tilting the support surface trans— 
versely about an axis generally parallel to the said 
generally horizontal line and providing said lowermost 
and uppermost locations of the inlet and outlet, re 
spectively, by locating the inlet and outlet at the lower 
most and uppermost corners, respectively, of the tilted 
rectangular mould. 

5. Apparatus for casting articles of vitreous china or 
other ceramic substances comprising: a plurality of 
moulds arranged end to end, each mould including a face 
part and a cover part, and wherein the surfaces of said 
parts which face each other to form the interior of 
the mould cavity are fronts and the opposite surfaces 
of said parts are backs; a support surface, said mould 
parts being arranged upright and in a generally hori 
zontal line along said support surface with the back of 
each face part directly opposing the back of the cover 
part of the adjacent mould; connecting means for con 
necting together each face part and the said opposing 
cover part of the adjacent mould such that each unit 
includes one face part and one cover part which are 
back-to-back with respect to each other; each group of 
connected face and cover parts forming a unit which is 
movably generally horizontally along said support sur 
face; the parts of the units being so connected together 
and the 'units being arranged with respect to each other 
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6 
such that when a unit is moved toward another unit 
to form a complete mould cavity between the fronts of 
the face and cover parts coming together, the front sur 
faces of the face and cover parts on the opposite side 
of said moving unit separate from each other to open 
that mould cavity, each complete mould having an inlet 
at the lowermost part of the mould for injection of 
slip into the mould and an outlet for the slip at. the 
highest point of the mould, said mould parts being in 
clined at an angle of between 1 to 15° from a vertical 
plane towards the face part about an axis transverse to 
said line so that when the two parts of a given mould are 
separated from each other the cast article will remain 
on the face part at least partially under the in?uence of 
gravity prior to being positively removed therefrom. 

6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the support sur 
face is a roller conveyor. 
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